Explore our NEW Reading Wheel!

Learn Why and How to Teach Spelling

Why a New Reading Wheel?

The goal of the Literacy How reading model is to provide a schema conveying all domains of literacy required for a child to become literate. Our new wheel includes spelling, syntax (sentence-level skills), and morphology. Looking for fluency? This component is no longer depicted as it crosses all domains. You can read about fluency here.

Delve into Spelling in September

Visit Phonics & Spelling to understand how decoding and encoding are reciprocal, reinforcing skills that should be taught together. Switch between the topics by clicking on Phonics or Spelling within the wheel. In the months ahead, we’ll be posting content for syntax, morphology, and written expression, so return to our new wheel often!
"Literacy How-To: A Handbook Linking What We Know to What We Do"

We were thinking of you when we conceived "The Literacy How-To Handbook." It's organized for the busy educator trying to find specific information, as well as for the professional seeking deeper understanding of literacy instruction and learning. The sections of the handbook include Research Guide, Index of Activities, Planning Instruction, and a Glossary of Terminology and Appendices—all intended to link what we know about teaching reading to what we need to do in the classroom.

This Free, Online Resource will Launch this Fall. Stay Tuned!
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